
Record to BOTH 
PIN video & also (separately) to Cloud for Speaker and Gallery view
we need two people to record.

Otherwise we choose either 
 PIN video 
 or 
 Cloud for Speaker and Gallery view

__________________________ 
Below is described a way to BOTH record to a computer to PIN video 
AND also record to cloud so as to have both Speaker and Gallery view

Notes compiled from correspondence with 
Zoom Support! with many thanks for all the help!!

Currently there is not a way to BOTH record to my computer to PIN video 
AND also record to cloud so as to have both Speaker and Gallery view
UNLESS I were to have another device (iphone or tablet which I do not)
OR Someone else to record as well (which might be possible, therefore the 
notes below)

There currently is not a way for ONE person (Katarina) to record both to 
the cloud and their local computer simultaneously;. SO WE WOULD NEED 
TWO RECORDERS to have both the Pinned and Speaker and Gallery 
views

WE DO have the option to allow A SECOND participant to record to their 
local computer if we have someone in the meeting that we trust to get the 
other video to Katarina.

I am able to record automatically to the cloud, 
and then go to the Participant management panel
during the meeting, hover over the user 
TO GIVE PERMISSION TO RECORD the local view. 
Click the "More" button and allow that user to record. 
THEN we make sure that the new recorder 
does PIN  the appropriate person on their screen,
record to their local computer,



and send me the finished recording afterward.

Here is link and excerpt from Zoom article
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362743-Pin-Video
Pin video allows you to disable active speaker view and only view a 
specific speaker. It will also only record the pinned video if you are 
recording locally (to your computer). Pinning another participant's video 
will only affect your local view and local recordings, not the view of other 
participants and will not affect cloud

Warmest regards,
Katarina

__________________________

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362743-Pin-Video

